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Welcome to your final Priestess Apprentice Level One Prayer, Prayer Five. We 

have come so far on our journey. And, like your ancestors before, we seek 

meaning and wisdom in the ways we know how. You have made it this far in 

this journey with only so many more amazing things to unravel. Our ancestors 

and our prospective journeys do matter and here I am to explain how. 

 

You have been formally initiated (energetically and shamanically) into the 

Living Light Lineage of the White Rose, a Holy Sofianic series of codes and rites 

spanning back to ancient Egypt, which some of my ancestors came from near 

Siwa Oasis. And, as initiation would have it, you will soon be receiving your 

Rite of Passage Medicine Wand Tool to beckon you into your new world you will 

create for yourself.  

 

This Living Light Lineage came to me through a variety of avenues, some of 

which can’t be spoken here, but the one that should matter to you, only so you 

can connect with the “neteru” (Egyptian term for god/goddess/universal 

archetypes) is the one I speak of now, an Egyptian one. In 2011, my husband 

and guide, Eduardo Chavarria, died three times and was brought back to life, 

the first heart attack occurring at the top of a Mayan pyramid where they once 

carved out hearts and sacrificed them to the Gods. This created what some 

might call a “Dark Night of the Soul” for me which spun me into an ecstatic 

and intense series of rites and initiations by Spirit and by human. In 

September through November of that year, I was gifted with sacred 

technologies from Sirius, the star of Isis, beings who came to be known as the 

Sirian Blue Star Guides and a variety of other sacred sisters and brothers from 

the Star Councils. I will spare you the long list of visitations and the way all of 

these codes, equations and energetic cleansing techniques and wisdom ways 

came to me (some will be taught in Level II and III) but I want you to know, so 

that you can know your own “neteru”. These usually relate to the land you 

occupy now and thus taught to you by BEING THERE with the spirit of the 

land, or your own ancestral wisdom ways. To me, these combine to make a 

whole, and this lineage only adds to the whole, bringing it out into the light. 

 

Because, every Priestess has a story to tell, every goddess her own tools. Let 

this lineage only awaken in you things that were once lost. In the Living Light 



Lineage of the White Rose, a Holy Sofia Order relating to the Magdalene 

teachings (she being a disciple of Isis), like other traditions, we can include 

certain elemental things to make our paths stronger and to call in our 

ancestral secrets. These include: A white rose (of course), rose petals, pink rose 

quartz crystal, spirit totems raven, eagle or hawk, white buffalo calf, coyote, 

dog, snake, as well as laying your foundations with white rabbit fur, white goat 

hide  and white turkey feather!  

 

Use these or not; They are for your taking (with honor and respect of course). 

The Medicine Wand you will receive holds the codes of this lineage and can be 

used for magickal and sacred purposes to cleanse the body, heal an aching 

heart or ignite a soul passion, for yourself or for others. Who knows? Maybe 

you will start your own lineage and you will, by then, know your own tools 

completely, too. Let this be just one WAY IN.  

 

Let this prayer for your ancestral connections be whole and true. A’ho. 

 

So, now, I want to invite the Egyptian Mother Goddess-Queen of the dead, 

women and rebirth to the table. During my “downloads” it was first (but not 

limited to) Hecate, Isis, Ishtar, Inanna who ignited my flame. This lineage – it 

can be said – now has a patron saint, if you will! And it is Isis. 

 

Calling in Isis,  
Queen of the Throne, of the Heaven, of Mystery and All Creation, 

Who arose Osiris from the Dead and put him back together again, 

Mother, Queen, Master Medicine Woman, Divine Creation Herself, 

Ordered in the Ways of the Cosmos and the Ability  

To Heal, Resurrect Old Passions, Ignite Soul Flames, Go Down to the  

Underworld and Know What Was Lost, Retrieving Our Sacred Soul Parts, 

Let me know you, let me understand my Sofia ways! 

 

Feel free to research Isis as patron, as friend and merely energetic pattern and 

ways of being. She is totally calm, collected, unyielding yet flexible. She is the 

Divine Holy Feminine personified. Representing Divine Union between her 

Queen to his King, penetrating and creating with her yang and 

compassionately ruling over her domain with her yin. Isis radiates love and 

devotion to the unknown, never giving up, always on stride and seeking 

harmony in the order of our lives.  

 

Let us thank Isis for her dedication to the heart mysteries and knowing past, 

present and future, and that each is made of the whole. 

 



With that, let us do prayer five. Best if done at the end of Handout Five. Use 

this anytime you feel lost, sacred or on fire! Thank you! Be blessed! 

 

PRAYER FIVE 

 

Isis, Ishtar, Inanna, Hecate, 

Take me into the Underworld, 

Cut me into pieces to be put back together again. 

 

Let me not fear the dark unknown, 

The Dark Feminine as well as the Light. 

Let me be whole. 

 

And with this, 

I call in my sacred medicine, 

Shot to the wind by culture, gunshot, 

Knife wound, 

It is mine! 

 

Give it back! 

 

This is my soul retrieval. 

 

I call on you to know my story and 

Know it well. 

 

Isis, Ishtar, Inanna, Hecate, 

The Holy Sofia Rising, 

 

I call from the Four Winds, 

The Four Directions 

Earth & Sky,  

Isis holding each in her/my hands, 

Let my medicine return now. 

 

Anu Ra Ma Ka Bu Nah. 

 



So shall it Be. 

 

My ancestors’ medicine comes back 

Makes the circle whole. 

 

I am complete. 

 

I am Divine. 

 

I am Goddess rising! 

 

AMIN RA. 

 

 

Isis sitting on throne… 

 


